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Advice on how to research and plan your essay, as well as how to write the introduction, main body and conclusion,
from Skills@Library.

Conclusions paragraph 15 This list would work well as a linear plan which might have helped the author to
stay on topic as they drafted the essay. These elements of the concluding section become more important and
more prominent as essays become longer and more professional. They have to quickly assess the the relevance
of the submission for their audience, which is other professional academics in their field. The point or topic
sentence summarises the paragraph in the same way that the thesis statement summarises the whole essay.
There's obviously a lot of truth to these observations. Instead, these interests were complex and dynamic,
taking different forms in different cities, particularly insofar as these interests took form in urban
consciousness and were represented in urban politics. Next, write down each of your supporting points for that
main idea, but leave four or five lines in between each point. Your professional peers are your level 2
audience. Structuring your main body How you structure the main body of your essay will depend on what
sort of essay title you have and what sort of argument you are trying to make. Ultimately what you want is that
your academic peers get access to your work through publication in the standard peer-reviewed venues. But I
think anyone who teaches essay writing, and anyone who wants to improve their essay writing, should
acknowledge that not all essays are written this way, and that the conventional rules for academic essays can
be quite restrictive â€” there is, for lack of a better term, an expressive cost to following the rules. Once you
have finished the essay, read the first sentence of each paragraph it can be helpful to read out loud. They
usually take up most of the essay. Identify and outline differences and similarities between two or more ideas,
theories or views. The journal editor receives many submissions, more than they can publish. Elaboration can
be further description or explanation or discussion. If you wish, include a summary sentence for each
paragraph. Their reports are sent back to the editor, who then makes a decision about whether the submission
should be published, accepted for publication conditional on making certain minor changes, sent back to the
author with a recommendation to revise and resubmit, or reject the submission outright. This becomes
increasingly important as essays become longer and more complicated. If your essay topic is a new university
in your hometown, one of your main ideas may be "population growth of town" you might say this: The new
university will cause a boom in the population of Fort Myers. More on topic sentences No matter what type of
essay is being written, all body paragraphs need to be fully developed and provide supporting detail. So
everyone needs a strategy for deciding whether a given article is relevant to your interest and worth the time
and energy to read all the way through. The following are important aspects of all body paragraphs: A clear
topic sentence Specific evidence or supporting detail Examples Unity and cohesion Transitions between
sentences and paragraphs A concluding sentence that ties the evidence or details back to the main point and
brings the paragraph to a close A topic sentence generally appears early in a body paragraph often the 1st or
2nd sentence and controls the paragraph. Writing your paragraphs in this way will help to make your writing
less descriptive, and more critical and analytical. Explore strengths and weaknesses in the main proposition of
the essay. Of course, less driving time means savings on gasoline as well. Return to the previous step. Your
paragraph should end by stating the significance of the point to the overall argument or idea, or link to the next
paragraph if you are going to build upon that main point further eg examine the same point from a different
perspective. If your main idea is "reduces freeway congestion," you might say this: Public transportation
reduces freeway congestion. Use critics or theorists as a starting point for your own more detailed discussion.
Supporting Point Commuters appreciate the cost savings of taking public transportation rather than driving.
The thesis is the position or stance that the essay is going to take, on the issue in question. The main body of
the essay should be divided into paragraphs, each of which begins with a topic sentence and then supports that
point with specific ideas and evidence. Each body paragraph will have the same basic structure. The rest of the
paragraph supports that main point the topic sentence , by explaining it in detail, giving an example, or citing
evidence that reinforces it. This should be outlined in the first sentences.


